Introduction {#s0001}
============

The state of hyperglycemia during pregnancy is divided into gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), overt diabetes mellitus (ODM) and pre-gestational diabetes mellitus (PGDM). Among these hyperglycemic variations, GDM refers to abnormal glucose metabolism in which blood glucose does not reach the level of overt diabetes during pregnancy, accounting for 80--90% of hyperglycemia during pregnancy.[@cit0001] Due to the special clinical status of pregnant women, the demand for glucose increases during pregnancy, while insulin resistance increases and insulin secretion is insufficient, so some pregnant women develop GDM. At present, the diagnostic criteria for GDM varies between different guidelines (see [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"} for details).[@cit0002]--[@cit0008] Pregnant women with GDM may have persistent hyperglycemia after delivery, or blood glucose levels may rise again after being restored to normal. Studies have shown that about 70% of women with gestational diabetes will develop diabetes within 22--28 years after delivery,[@cit0008] so patients diagnosed with GDM are advised to receive regular screening for type 2 diabetes after delivery.[@cit0009]Table 1Guidelines for the Classification and Diagnostic Criteria of Hyperglycemia During PregnancyGuidelinesClassificationDiagnostic CriteriaADA guidelines (2020)[@cit0003]PGDM and GDMPGDM: (1) Diabetes diagnosed before pregnancy. (2) The blood glucose value of the first pregnancy test meets any one or more of the following: a. FPG ≥7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dL); b. 75g OGTT 2h blood glucose ≥11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dL); c. Accompanied by typical hyperglycemia symptoms or hyperglycemia crisis, and random blood glucose ≥11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dL); d. HbA1c≥6.5%.GDM: There are two screening methods for 24--28 weeks of gestation: (1) One-step method: directly perform 75g OGTT, and the blood glucose value meets any one or more of the following: a. FPG ≥5.1 mmol/L; b. 75g OGTT 1h blood glucose ≥10.0 mmol/L; c. 2h blood glucose ≥8.5 mmol/L; (2) Two-step method: first carry out 50g GLT, if 1h blood glucose ≥7.2, 7.5 or 7.8 mmol/L (130, 135, or 140 mg/dL) after the load, perform 100g OGTT, and diagnosis is confirmed if fasting, 1h, 2h, 3h blood glucose value ≥2 thresholds (Fasting: 5.3 mmol/L (95 mg/dL), 1 h: 10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL), 2h: 8.6 mmol/L (155 mg/dL), 3 h: 7.8 mmol/L (140 mg/dL). Thresholds adopt Carpenter-Coustan standard and NDDG standard).ACOG guidelines (2018)[@cit0008]PGDM and GDMThe same as ADA2020 guidelinesFIGO guidelines (2015)[@cit0004]DIP and GDM1.DIP:(1)(2) a, b, c are the same as 2020ADA guidelines.\
2. GDM: At any time during pregnancy, the blood glucose value meets any one or more of the following: (1) FPG: 5.1--6.9mmol/L (92--125 mg/dl); (2) 75g OGTT 1h blood glucose: ≥10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dl); (3) 2h blood glucose: 8.5 −11.0 mmol/L (153--199 mg/dl).IADPSG guidelines (2010)[@cit0005]Overt diabetes and GDM1. Overt diabetes: (1) Diabetes diagnosed before pregnancy. (2) The blood glucose value of the first pregnancy test meets any one of the following: a. FPG FPG ≥7.0 mmol/L; b. HbA1C ≥6.5%; When c is met, further inspection of a or b is required for verification; c. random blood glucose ≥11.1 mmol/L. (3) At 24--28 weeks of pregnancy, FPG ≥7.0 mmol/L.\
2. GDM: (1) The first pregnancy test excludes overt diabetes, 5.1 mmol/L≤FPG\<7.0 mmol/L. (2) At 24--28 weeks of pregnancy, the blood glucose value meets any one or more of the following: a. 5.1 mmol/L≤FPG\<7.0 mmol/L; b. 75g OGTT 1h blood glucose ≥10.0 mmol/L; c. 75g OGTT 2h blood glucose ≥8.5 mmol/L.WHO guidelines (2014)[@cit0002]The same as FIGO guidelinesThe same as FIGO guidelinesCDS guidelines (2018)[@cit0006]Overt diabetes, PGDM and GDM1. Overt diabetes: blood glucose value at any time during pregnancy meets any one or more of the following: a. FPG ≥7.0 mmol/L; b. 75g OGTT 2h blood glucose ≥11.1 mmol/L; c. random blood glucose ≥11.1 mmol/L.\
2.PGDM: Diabetes diagnosed before pregnancy.\
3.GDM: 75g OGTT blood glucose at any time during pregnancy meets any one or more of the following: a. 5.1 mmol/L≤FPG\<7.0 mmol/L; b. OGTT 1h blood glucose ≥10.0 mmol/L; c. 8.5 mmol/L≤OGTT 2h blood glucose\<11.1 mmol/L. In the first trimester, simple FPG \> 5.1mmol/L cannot diagnose GDM.Chinese Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology guidelines (2017)[@cit0042]PGDM and GDM1. PGDM: The same as ADA2020 guidelines\
2. GDM: Blood glucose values at 24--28 weeks and after 28 weeks of pregnancy meet any one or more of the following: a. FPG ≥5.1 mmol/L; b. 75g OGTT 1h blood glucose ≥10.0 mmol/L; c. 2h blood glucose ≥8.5 mmol/L[^1]

Because GDM is associated with many adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes, including preeclampsia, Cesarean section, and macrosomia, active screening and early management can help to reduce the occurrence of adverse outcomes. Although glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) reflects the average blood glucose level, it is not the most complete expression of blood glucose levels. For example, it does not reflect other characteristics of blood glucose control such as increasing or decreasing the risk of complications.[@cit0010] It does not reflect the acute changes of blood glucose, the range of glucose changes during day and day, and it cannot reflect blood glucose variability (GV).[@cit0010] Different ranges of blood glucose variability under the same HbA1c value can result in different risks of risk of diabetic microvascular complications, and the risk of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes is also different.[@cit0011] In recent years, GV has attracted the attention of global researchers as a new concept for controlling blood glucose levels. Previous studies have reviewed the relationship between diabetes and GV, but no study has reviewed the relationship between GDM and GV.[@cit0012]--[@cit0016] Opinions are not unified yet about whether or not the optimization of GV can reduce the occurrence of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes.[@cit0017]--[@cit0021] In this regard, in order to optimize blood glucose control and avoid the occurrence of complications, we conducted a review to discuss the importance of GV in GDM and the current state of research progress on GV in GDM, and provide a basis by which clinicians can optimize blood glucose control and monitor blood glucose levels.

Importance of GV {#s0002}
================

GV manifests mainly in its unstable state between low and high blood glucose values, and is of greater risk than continuously high blood glucose status in the development of diabetic complications.[@cit0022] Both postprandial hyperglycemia and fasting hyperglycemia will increase the overall blood glucose level, but in recent years, the types and efficacy of hypoglycemic drugs have increased, and it is easier to reduce hyperglycemia than before, and the probability of hypoglycemia is higher than before.[@cit0014] Many studies have shown that the increase in GV will increase the risk of death. Hypoglycemia is most common among patients with elevated GV, and even if it is corrected in a timely manner in patients with severe hypoglycemia, the subsequent risk of death of patients with hypoglycemia is still twice that of patients without hypoglycemia.[@cit0023] In addition, the variability of fasting blood glucose can lead to an increased risk of sudden cardiovascular disease events in diabetic patients,[@cit0024] and it may also be an important risk factor for microvascular complications such as retinopathy.[@cit0025] Studies suggest that sudden changes in blood glucose levels are related to oxidative stress, and oxidative stress is related to the induction of inflammatory cytokines.[@cit0026] The corresponding products of oxidative stress are also relatively increased in those with large GV amplitude, and increasing evidence suggests that blood glucose variability can cause acute vascular complications.[@cit0027] It is worth noting that the high concentration of blood glucose damages endothelial cells to a greater extent, and thereby increases adverse effects within the cardiovascular system.[@cit0028],[@cit0029] When the degree of blood glucose fluctuation exceeds a narrow range, it will increase functional impairment, especially for pregnant women with initial narrow blood glucose control ranges. Abnormal blood glucose variation during pregnancy may cause irreparable cell damage, which may affect both the mother and the developing fetus.[@cit0030]

Some studies have compared the blood glucose fluctuations of pregnant women with GDM and pregnant women without GDM (non-diabetic pregnancies, NDP). However, the conclusions of these studies are not consistent. Four studies have shown that the blood glucose fluctuations of pregnant women with GDM are greater than those of pregnant women with NDP.[@cit0031]--[@cit0034] Mazze et al[@cit0031] found that the GV of the GDM group was significantly higher than that of the NDP group. Similarly, Su et al[@cit0032] showed that the GV of the GDM group was higher than those of the NDP group and the non-pregnant healthy control group. Dalfra et al[@cit0033] found that the GV index of pregnant women with GDM was significantly higher than that of pregnant women with NDP. Nigam et al[@cit0034] also showed that pregnant women with GDM had significantly higher GV index values than pregnant women with NDP. Contrary to the above-mentioned reports, Cypryk et al[@cit0035] found no significant differences in blood glucose fluctuations between pregnant women with GDM and pregnant women with NDP. Those authors also found no significant differences in GV-related indicators between pregnant women with GDM and pregnant women with NDP.[@cit0035] In addition to comparing the blood glucose fluctuations of women with GDM and women with NDP, Wang et al[@cit0036] suggested that having GDM during one pregnancy is an influencing factor that will have an impact on blood glucose fluctuations in subsequent pregnancies. Those authors found that the GV indicators of women with NDP who had previously experienced GDM were higher than those of women with NDP who had not experienced GDM.[@cit0036] This conclusion means that the impact of GDM is not limited to the current pregnancy, but will also have an impact on future pregnancies. Studies have explored the relationship between blood glucose fluctuations in pregnant women during normal pregnancies and adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes. Porter et al[@cit0037] found that GV could not predict fetal birth weight, the blood glucose fluctuation was significant in women without polyhydramnios or macrosomia, and they believed that the obvious fluctuation in the blood glucose level over a relatively long period of time may have a protective effect on the mother. However, the sample size of Porter et al's study was small, which may be a factor contributing to the bias of the results.

Evaluation Indicators of Blood Glucose Fluctuations {#s0003}
===================================================

Due to the widespread use of blood glucose monitoring systems, a large amount of blood glucose monitoring data requires systematic statistical analysis, and evidence shows a correlation between blood glucose fluctuations and diabetes complications. It is necessary to reduce blood glucose fluctuations to achieve blood glucose stability, which requires simple measurement and evaluation of blood glucose fluctuations. Here we summarize the discovery and development of indicators to evaluate blood glucose fluctuations ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Measures of Glucose VariabilityCriterionAbbreviationCalculationAdvantagesMean amplitude of glycemic excursionMAGEAverage amplitude of upstrokes or downstrokes with magnitude greater than 1 SDIt can really reflect the fluctuation of blood glucose, not just the discrete characteristics of statistical significanceAbsolute mean of daily differenceMODDMean difference between glucose values obtained at the same time of day on two consecutive days under standardized conditionsDescribes two consecutive days variabilityStandard deviation of blood glucoseSDBGThe standard deviation of the measured blood glucose valueEvaluate the extent to which the population deviates from the mean glucose levelMean of daily continuous 24 h blood glucoseMBGMean of all glucose valuesSimple, classicalInter-Quartile RangeIQRThe difference between the 75th-25th percentileApplies to data that cannot be represented using It can better reflect the dispersion degree of dataCoefficient of variationCVSD/MBGSimple, classicalContinuous overlapping net glycemic actionCONGAThe standard deviation of the blood glucose differenceTo evaluate the glucose variability at different time periodsCriterionAbbreviationCalculationAdvantagesAverage daily risk rangeADRRThe sum of the peak risks of hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia for the dayCombines information from HBGI and LBGIStandard deviationSDTSD of all data from all days and all times of day ("time points")Simple, classical statistical methodLarge amplitude of glucose excursionsLAGEThe difference between the maximum and minimum glycemic valuesEvaluate the amplitude of maximum glucose variabilityPostprandial glucose excursionPPGEMean value of the absolute difference between the blood glucose of 2h after three meals and its corresponding pre-meal blood glucoseTo evaluate the effect of dietary control on blood glucoseFasting plasma glucose variabilityFPG-CVThe ratio of the standard deviation of fasting blood glucose to the mean value of fasting blood glucoseReflect inter-day blood glucose fluctuations, reflect intra-day glucose fluctuationsTime in rangesTIRThe amount of time that glucose is in the target rangeNewest and it's better for glucose homeostasis

Initially, Service et al[@cit0038] conducted research on mean amplitude of glycemic excursion (MAGE) and absolute mean of daily difference (MODD). Subsequent studies have proposed standard deviation of blood glucose (SDBG) values, mean of daily continuous 24-hour blood glucose (MBG) and its derivative indicators such as inter-quartile range (IQR) and coefficient of variation (CV). These indicators are simple and convenient, but data processing cannot be performed on non-Gaussian, skewed asymmetric distribution or outliers.[@cit0039] McDonnell et al[@cit0040] proposed the use of continuous overlapping net glycemic action (CONGA) as a new method for evaluating intraday blood glucose variability. A high CONGA value indicates unstable blood glucose control, while a low CONGA value reflects stable blood glucose control. Since most measurement methods such as SDBG, average blood glucose value, etc. depend mainly on free high blood glucose, they are not very sensitive to low blood glucose. In 2006, Kovatchev et al[@cit0010] proposed using average daily risk range (ADRR) as a new indicator for GV evaluation, which is equally sensitive to hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, and can be easily detected by self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG). The value of ADRR is the glycemic data converted into the corresponding risk value for the occurrence of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia. Low risk means that the occurrences of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia were less. The ADRR is scored based on risk categories: low risk, 0--19; moderate risk, 20--40; and high risk, 40 and above. Rodbard[@cit0041] suggested that when the degree of blood glucose variation is great, blood glucose changes will occur within a short period of time, between days and days or between daily averages, which requires the use of "overall" SDBG to measure, namely, SDT. The parameters are flexible and changeable. When new treatment methods or other interventions are introduced, these parameters can be changed; that is, some parameters increase, while others decrease. With the increasing number of blood glucose fluctuation parameters, the 2017 Chinese diabetes blood glucose fluctuation management expert consensus[@cit0042] divided the commonly used blood glucose fluctuation indicators of the Chinese population into intra-day blood glucose fluctuation indicators and inter-day glucose fluctuation indicators. The indicators that reflect intra-day glucose fluctuations are MAGE, maximum amplitude of glucose excursions (LAGE), SDBG, and postprandial glucose excursion (PPGE). The indicators that reflect inter-day blood glucose fluctuations include fasting plasma glucose variability (FPG-CV) and MODD. Study on the indicators of blood glucose fluctuations will continue. In 2020, Foreman et al[@cit0043] used the Maastricht Study to conduct continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) testing, suggesting that GV is highly correlated with 1 hour-oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), incremental glucose peak (IGP) and the glucose peak; the author recommended these indicators as the preferred OGTT derivative indicators for evaluating GV. The 2020 ADA guidelines proposed a new indicator------Time in ranges (TIR), which referred to the time or percentage of blood glucose within the target range within 24 hours.[@cit0003] The core of TIR control is to ensure the patient's "glucose homeostasis", and to control the patient's blood glucose by simulating the ability of healthy people to regulate blood glucose.[@cit0044] For patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes without special risk factors, the TIR target should be greater than 70%.[@cit0045] Similarly, when TIR falls short of its target, it reflects fluctuations in blood sugar in terms of time. For patients with gestational diabetes, there is no special indicator to assess their blood glucose fluctuations. We reviewed the English literature related to GDM and GV, and summarized the evaluation indicators of GV. The results are shown in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}. MAGE, SD, CONGA, IQR, CV and MBG are used commonly in the available studies. The use of these indicators shows that they are able to better manage the blood glucose metabolism of pregnant women with GDM. In clinical practice, SMBG is widely used, and patients are not monitored on a daily basis as required. We believe that SD, CV, MBG and other traditional indicators are more suitable for GDM pregnant women. However, with the development of the times and the popularization of CGM system, indicators such as MAGE and MODD will be more suitable for GDM pregnant women.Table 3Indicators Evaluating GV in GDM ResearchesReferencesCountryPopulationStudy DesignDefinition of Glycemic VariabilityExposureOutcomesResultsDalfra 2011[@cit0033]ItalyN=48,31GDM,17NDPProspective observational studyCONGA,IQR,SD,MAGEInsulin vs dietLGAPatients on insulin had significantly higher glycemic variability compared to those on dietary restriction\[MAGE: 3.5 mmol/L (63.3 mg/dL) vs 2.1 mmol/L (38 mg/dL); P = 0.012\]Dalfra 2013[@cit0020]ItalyN=30,20GDM,10NDPProspective observational studyCONGA,IQR,SD,MAGECGM useCorrelations between indicators of glucose variability and mean glucose value and HbA1cGDM had significant correlations between indicators of glycemic variability(MAGE and IQR r = 0.84, P \< 0.001; MAGE and CONGA r = 0.54,P = 0.03)Graham R 2019[@cit0017]UKN=162,162GDMProspective observational studySD,CV,MBGLGA vs.Non-LGAGlycemic variabilityMean glucose was significantly higher in women who delivered an LGA infant (6.2 vs.5.8 mmol/L, P = 0.025).There were no significant differences in glucose variability measures (P \> 0.05)Panyakat 2018[@cit0018]ThailandN=55,55GDMProspective observational studySD,CV%,MBG,MAGECGM useFetal birth weight and adverse outcomesNo statistically significant correlation was identified between glycemic variability in third trimester and birth weight percentiles, or between third trimester CGMS parameters and pregnancy outcomes in the study.Yu 2014[@cit0019]ChinaN=340,190GDM with SMBG; 150GDM with CGMProspective observational studyMBG,SD,MAGEVariables in the first week vs.Variables in the fifth weekMaternal complications and neonatal outcomesThe MAGE was associated with birth weight (P\<0.001), and it was an independent factor for preeclampsia (odds ratio, 3.66;95% confidence interval 2.16--6.20) and composite neonatal outcome (odds ratio, 1.34; 95% con fidence interval 1.01--1.77).Nigam 2019[@cit0034]IndiaN=62,29GDM,33NDPProspective observational studyMBG,IQRCGM useGlycemic variability and ambulatory glucose profileGlycaemic variability as measured by interquartile range was higher in GDM pregnanciesMazze 2012[@cit0031]USAN=76,25GDM,51NDPProspective observational studyIQRCGM useGlycemic variability, ambulatory glucose profile, hypoglycemiaCGM confirmed that diurnal glucose patterns differ throughout the day by 20% when pregnant and nonpregnant states are comparedWang 2000[@cit0036]ChinaN=96,48 NDP with previous GDM, 48 NDP without previous GDMProspective observational studyMBG,SDBG,MODD,MAGEWith previous GDM vs.without previous GDMGlycemic variabilityThe pGDM group had a greater MBG (p = 0.004), SDBG (p = 0.000), MODD (p = 0.002), MAGE(p = 0.000)Su 2013[@cit0032]ChinaN=50,30GDM,20NDPProspective observational studyMBG,SDBG,MODD,MAGECGM useGlycemic variability and its association with B cell functionMODD and SDBG value of GDM group were all higher than those of NDP groups (p\<0.05)Alfadhli 2016[@cit0058]Saudi ArabiaN = 130,62 GDM with SMBG; 68 GDM with CGMProspective open label randomized controlled studySD,MBGCGM vs SMBG usePregnancy outcomes and glucose variabilityThere was significant improvement in the parameters of glucose variability on the last day of sensor application; both mean glucose and the SD of mean glycaemia were reduced significantly; P = 0.016 and P = 0.034, respectively.Cypryk 2006[@cit0035]PolandN=19,12GDM,7NDPProspective observational studyMBGCGM vs SMBG useGlycemic controlThere was no significant differences between groups for mean 24 h glycaemia, mean glucose level during the night, and duration of glycaemia below 3.3 mmol/L or above 6.7 mmol/L, regardless of whether CGM or SMBG was used to measure the parametersWei 2016[@cit0057]ChinaN = 120,62 GDM with SMBG; 58 GDM with CGMProspective observational,open-label randomized controlled trialMBG,SDBG,MODD,MAGE,SD,PPGECGM vs SMBG useMaternal complications,neonatal outcomes and glycemic variabilityThere were no significant differences in prenatal or obstetric outcomes,between the CGMS and SMBG groups.Pintaudi 2018[@cit0047]ItalyN=12,12GDMCase-control studySD,MAGEMyo-inositol and folic acid vs folic acidGlycemic variabilityMyo-inositol is effective in re ducing glucose variability in women with GDMCarreiro 2016[@cit0050]BrazilN=33,22GDM,11NDPProspective observational studyIQR,SDDietary counselingGlycemic variabilityDietary counseling was able to keep glucose levels to those of healthy patientsRasmussen 2020[@cit0051]DenmarkN=12,12GDMRandomized Crossover StudyMAGE,CV,MBGA high-carbohydrate-morning-intake vs.low-carbohydrate-morning-intakeGlycemic variability and glucose controlThere was significantly higher MAGE (p = 0.004) and CV (p = 0.01) when comparing HCM with LCM.Kizirian 2017[@cit0052]AustraliaN=17,17GDMCrossover studySD,MAGEA high glycemic load diet vs a low glycemic load dietGlycemic variabilityGlycemic variability was significantly lower on the low GL day, as demonstrated by a lower average SD (p\<0.001)[^2]

Adverse Maternal and Neonatal Outcomes of Gestational Diabetes and Blood Glucose Fluctuations {#s0004}
=============================================================================================

GDM can lead to many adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes. Women with GDM are at risk of postpartum complications, including diabetes after the end of pregnancy and GDM in subsequent pregnancies. The unborn child has a higher risk of complications, inluding premature delivery, miscarriage, macrosomia and intrauterine growth retardation.[@cit0046] The adverse intrauterine environment caused by GDM may result in epigenetic changes, making future generations more prone to metabolic diseases in later life. That is, children born to women with GDM have a higher risk of developing type 2 diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and metabolic syndrome in late childhood and adulthood.[@cit0047]

Although studies have evaluated the blood glucose fluctuations of pregnant women with GDM and the occurrence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes, the conclusions are inconsistent. Two studies have shown that blood glucose fluctuations have no correlation with the occurrence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcome.[@cit0017],[@cit0018] Law et al[@cit0017] showed that the average blood glucose level of women giving birth to fetuses that are large for gestational age (LGA) was relatively high, especially at night, accounting for more than 25% of fluctuations. However, no significant differences were found in blood glucose levels during the day, and no significant differences were found in the measurement of blood glucose fluctuations between pregnant women who delivered LGA and those who did not. Panyakat et al[@cit0018] found no statistically significant differences in birth weight percentiles, perinatal outcomes and average blood glucose levels, percentage coefficient of variation (% CV), and no correlation between blood glucose changes in late pregnancy and birth weight percentile or adverse pregnancy outcomes. However, the Panyakat study included relatively few pregnant women and only studied women in late pregnancy. Contrary to the above conclusions, three studies have shown that greater blood glucose fluctuations are more likely to cause adverse maternal and infant outcomes.[@cit0019]--[@cit0021] Yu et al[@cit0019] found that MAGE in the first week was an independent risk factor for adverse neonatal outcomes such as LGA, small for gestational age (SGA), and neonatal RDS; and in the fifth week, a strong correlation was shown between MAGE and birth weight, and birth weight percentile. Moreover, MAGE also predicted poor prognoses such as preeclampsia and neonatal hypoglycemia. Dalfra et al[@cit0020] suggested that although the GV index and average blood glucose level of patients with GDM are only slightly higher than those of the non-GDM control group, the slight increase will also affect the growth of the fetus. A large-scale multicenter study of hyperglycemia and adverse pregnancy outcomes (HAPO study)[@cit0021] showed that the risk of LGA may increase along with the increase of every standard deviation of maternal blood glucose concentration. Conversely, the risk of SGA will increase according to every decrease of maternal blood glucose concentration by one standard deviation. In addition, the maternal blood glucose level is related to adverse outcomes such as premature delivery, shoulder dystocia or birth injury, neonatal intensive care, neonatal hyperbilirubinemia and preeclampsia more or less.

According to the results of the above studies, consistent opinions are lacking about the impact of GV on the occurrence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes in women with GDM. The discrepancies between results of these studies may be due to the small number of samples in some studies, or certain differences in the effect of GV on the maternal and neonatal outcomes in pregnant women in the second and third trimesters. From an ethical point of view, we suggest that clinicians often use the CGM system and the SNBG system to perform blinded experiments to obtain a large number of blood glucose values for pregnant women, and when the proportion of blood glucose values is too large in the ranges of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, glycemic control must be achieved instead of letting the experimental results develop, which may be a biasing factor for invalid results. We have included all studies on the correlations between blood glucose fluctuations and adverse outcomes in gestational diabetes, but the number of such studies is still too small. Therefore, more relevant studies are needed in the future, and future studies also should have a larger sample size, longer follow-up time, and a standardized research design to detect the actual impact of GV on maternal and neonatal outcomes. In addition, because birth weight reflects the intrauterine environment provided by maternal nutrition, hormones, and metabolic environment, it is often used as an indicator of fetal growth, and many studies on the adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes study mainly LGA and SGA. We hope that future studies will address more aspects of GV in pregnant women.

Controlling GV {#s0005}
==============

GV has a certain impact on both non-pregnant and pregnant women with GDM. The means by which to reduce GV and regulate blood glucose levels is the focus of many clinicians, which is also aimed at ways to reduce the adverse outcomes of GDM. Measures to reduce GV are reflected in blood glucose monitoring equipment, drug application, and diet. Previous studies have shown that CGM is useful as an educational and motivational tool for poorly controlled type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Recent studies have shown that for pregnant women with GDM, the CGM system is more capable of reducing GV than SMBG.[@cit0019],[@cit0048] The CGM system helps pregnant women to understand the effects of food, exercise, and insulin on their blood glucose levels, which helps to change patients' diet and exercise habits.

Several studies have shown that myo-inositol (Myo-Ins) supplementation can improve blood glucose fluctuations.[@cit0049] Pintaudi et al[@cit0049] suggested that the blood glucose peak of human beings can reduce GV. In that study, SD, MAGE and CV values in the group of patients taking inositol were significantly improved compared to those in the group of patients taking folic acid alone.[@cit0049] This is because inositol can effectively reduce insulin resistance and stabilize glucose levels.[@cit0050],[@cit0051] Three studies have shown specifically that dietary control can reduce blood glucose fluctuations in pregnant women with GDM.[@cit0052]--[@cit0054] Studies also have shown that reducing postprandial hyperglycemia can effectively reduce postprandial hyperglycemia peak. Carreiro et al[@cit0052] found that receiving dietary consultation can improve the GV of pregnant women with GDM. A study by Rasmussen et al[@cit0053] showed that the GV of pregnant women with GDM in the group eating a high-carbon breakfast was significantly higher than that of pregnant women with GDM in the group eating a low-carbon breakfast. Similarly, a small sample study[@cit0054] showed that the low-glycemic-load diet significantly reduced the GV index of pregnant women with GDM compared with the high-glycemic-load diet. Dalfra et al[@cit0033] found that diet therapy alone can improve GV in pregnant women with GDM. The 2020 ADA guidelines[@cit0055] specify that a good lifestyle (diet control and proper exercise) is an important part of GDM management. About 70%-85% of women diagnosed with GDM can control postprandial hyperglycemia and reduce GV by simply changing lifestyles, which can meet the treatment needs of many women. Reasonable insulin treatment can help make the blood glucose of patients with gestational diabetes stable to reach the standard.[@cit0055] However, unreasonable insulin application may increase the risk of hypoglycemia, including not properly adjusting insulin doses, not monitoring and adjusting the insulin dose in a timely manner, and not receiving sufficient health education. Therefore, in clinical practice, it is necessary to carry out health education for patients and guide patients to monitor blood glucose on a timely basis and adjust insulin dosage to avoid blood glucose fluctuations caused by hypoglycemia.

Application of Blood Glucose Monitoring in GDM {#s0006}
==============================================

Providing more convenient and accurate blood glucose measuring equipment for patients with diabetics is essential. In recent years, different types of blood glucose monitoring methods have emerged one after another, and SMBG and CGM are used most commonly. According to the SMBG standard, patients are required to perform finger-puncture 7 times a day to determine blood glucose levels. This method is convenient, inexpensive, and easily popularized. However, in real life, few diabetic individuals measure blood glucose 7 times a day. Most patients only measure fasting and postprandial blood glucose levels, and a few people may only measure the fasting blood glucose level, so that patients cannot know their actual blood glucose status, which eventually leads to greater blood glucose fluctuations and increased complications. CGM uses subcutaneous sensors to measure glucose levels in interstitial fluid, and no missed measurements will occur. This method can not only monitor blood glucose continuously, but also can display blood glucose fluctuations. Nevertheless, CGM is more expensive and is therefore more difficult to be popularized. CGM systems commonly used today are divided into two categories, real-time continuous glucose monitoring (rtCGM) and intermittently viewed CGM (iCGM).[@cit0056] The iCGM can provide the current glucose value and trace the glucose data after the reader comes into contact with the glucose sensor in the patient's upper arm.[@cit0057] rtCGM can view real-time digital and graphic information of current glucose level, glucose trend and glucose change direction at any time.[@cit0058] CGM is licensed by The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), although no studies have shown that the product has adverse effects on patients or children.[@cit0056],[@cit0059] However, the CGM system is an invasive method of diagnosis and treatment, so the patient's authorization must be obtained when using it. In the ten years after CGM was introduced into clinical application, more and more studies compared it with SMBG, confirming that CGM not only had the same accuracy as SMBG,[@cit0060] but also obtains better results in patients with type 2 diabetes.[@cit0061] It can also improve glycated hemoglobin and reduce GV in patients with type 1 diabetes.[@cit0062] Studies have compared the frequency and severity of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia in GDM patient population using CGM and SMBG, and the results show that the CGM system can better monitor the occurrence of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia.[@cit0063] Due to the specificity of the GDM patient population, more and more patients have started to pay attention to the relationship between the use of SMBG and CGM and the incidence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes.

Some studies have compared the occurrence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes of pregnant women with GDM after using CGM and SMBG, but the conclusions of these authors are inconsistent. Three studies showed no significant differences in the occurrence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes between pregnant women with GDM who used CGM and those who used SMBG.[@cit0064]--[@cit0066] Wei et al[@cit0064] found no significant differences in women receiving Cesarean section and fluctuations of glycated hemoglobin between patients with GDM who used CGM and those who used SMBG for blood glucose monitoring, and there were also no significant differences in fetal adverse outcomes. Similarly, Alfadhli et al[@cit0065] found no significant differences between two blood glucose monitoring methods in Cesarean section-related fetal adverse outcomes and GV parameters of pregnant women with GDM. McLachlan et al[@cit0066] found that the use of CGM and SMBG for blood glucose monitoring showed no significant differences in the rates of pre-eclampsia, hypertension during pregnancy, maternal laceration, Cesarean section and adverse fetal outcomes in pregnant women with GDM.

Contrary to the above conclusions, two studies have shown that the use of CGM in pregnant women with GDM reduces the incidence of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes more effectively compared with SMBG.[@cit0019],[@cit0048] Voormolen et al[@cit0048] showed that the incidence of preeclampsia in the CGM group was much lower than that in the SMBG group, while adverse fetal outcomes incidence was consistent with that reported in the previous three studies. Similarly, Yu et al[@cit0019] also confirmed that, compared with the CGM group, the SMBG group had a lower incidence of preeclampsia and better fetal outcomes, namely, relatively low incidences of macrosomia, neonatal hypoglycemia, neonatal hyperbilirubinemia, and neonatal respiratory distress syndrome. The above review verifies that CGM can effectively obtain blood glucose profiles during pregnancy, which allows clinicians to gain a better grasp of the onset of hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, so as to make appropriate adjustments in medication and diet, thereby improving the therapeutic effect of pregnant women with GDM. CGM detects more blood glucose abnormalities than SMBG, and can detect higher GV in pregnant women with GDM than in normal pregnancies. However, controversy still exists over whether the CGM system can improve maternal and neonatal outcomes or not. In terms of financial aspect, SMBG is cheaper on both test strips and devices than the CGM, making it more affordable for a patient who needs a lifetime of home glucose monitoring.[@cit0067],[@cit0068] And CGM as a new monitoring technique, high prices, at least now cannot be popular, but it's for blood glucose fluctuations and diabetes complications early warning effect is obvious to all,[@cit0069] so we suggest that there is high blood sugar and the risk of hypoglycemia in type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients with short-term use, thereby reducing the occurrence of diabetes complications. For patients with gestational diabetes, the duration of gestational diabetes is limited, and the fluctuation of blood glucose has a great impact on mothers and infants. Considering the advantages and disadvantages, we recommend that patients with gestational diabetes with economic conditions use the CGM system.

Conclusion {#s0007}
==========

As a new concept of glycemic control, GV has many unique evaluation indicators such as MAGE, SD, IQR, etc. The importance of GV for pregnant women with GDM cannot be ignored. The GV of pregnant women with GDM is significantly higher than that of pregnant women with NDP. Many studies have shown certain correlations between GV and adverse outcomes of pregnant women with GDM. Therefore, clinicians need to pay more attention to how to control GV. GV can be controlled by adjusting insulin levels and improving lifestyles. In addition, the application of the CGM system can control GV better than SMBG, obtain the dynamic blood glucose curve of patients with GDM, and monitor more blood glucose abnormalities. Because control of GV has a definite impact on improving outcomes of GDM pregnancies, it is necessary to carry out further, rigorous and complete studies to obtain more clinical data and help clinicians address this challenge in clinical practice.
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